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In a previous paper,' a new method has bean formulated 
for locating the spectr~ of element. Successive element% 
A. I-B, C,N ,... etc.; 11 C+,  N*,O+ ,... etc.; m eb,  
B. A Si, ... etc. ; I1 Si +, P+ . . ..etc.; I I Z  e ta  
are taken and it has been shown that the nrerngr frequencies 
of tho elements in any such group ar i s in~  from thr transition 
xJ;,(Jl,+M,) for 'A' and to rl\I,(X,t-K,) for 'B' p r o p *  
linearly with the atomic number. This enables us to locate 
the spectrum of rm unclassified element in a group. In the 
present paper we shall discuss t h ~  spectra of the -me cle- 
m e n t ~  arising from the trailsitions xL2(3f,*MJ and ~ 3 1 ~  
( N , c N , )  for the group in 'A' and 'B' resl~ect irelr. 
It is evident that the spectra are, in the pwsen t m e ,  
more oomplax. Even if we litnit our choice to the high& 
8.h. arrd Yajurudu, Xmd. Sourn, Phyr., 8.87 ( 1998 ). 






